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The question

Can we use computer simulations to 
track plastic around the global oceans?



An atlas of ocean currents



The turbulent ocean

https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/details.cgi?aid=3827



Rubber duckies that phone home

Surface buoyDeploying a Surface buoy And overboard...
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The AAE: Pairs of drifters in the Southern Ocean

Movie of pairs of surface buoys

Trick photo of deploying a pair of buoys

Separation statistics of buoy pairs

van Sebille, Waterman, Barthel, Lumpkin, Keating, Fogwill, and Turney, 2015, JGR



Movie of surface buoys

The global array of surface drifting buoys



Releasing tracer scaled to coastal population

van Sebille, England, and Froyland, 2012, Environ Res Lett

Let’s play the (coastal) blame game



Estimating the mass of small floating plastic

Total amount of floating plastic smaller than 20cm

van Sebille, Wilcox, Lebreton, Maximenko, Hardesty, van Franeker, Eriksen, Siegel, Galgani, and Law, 2015, Environ Res Lett

Total amount of ‘small’ plastic floating on the ocean: 
15 to 51 trillion particles; weighing 93 to 236 thousand metric tonnes



The question

Where does the plastic most 
impact marine life?

So plastic is everywhere 
in the ocean



Estimating the mass of small floating plastic

Total amount of floating plastic smaller than 20cm

van Sebille, Wilcox, Lebreton, Maximenko, Hardesty, van Franeker, Eriksen, Siegel, Galgani, and Law, 2015, Environ Res Lett



Map of relative risk of finding seabird species with plastic in gut

Wilcox, van Sebille, and Hardesty, 2015, PNAS

Combining seabird distributions with plastic distributions



Map of relative risk of turtle encountering plastic

Schuyler, Wilcox, Townsend, Wedemeyer-Strombel, Balazs, Van Sebille, and Hardesty, 2015, Global Change Biology

And for sea turtles



Now try yourself at plasticadrift.org
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